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Background
Social bots are undermining trust in social media. They spread low-credibility content
(Shao et al., 2018), so-called fake news (Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral, 2018), and spam
(Bruns et al., 2018). However, most research analyses data based on the active sharing
of links, keywords, or hashtags rather than assessing the longer-term presence of bots
as an integral part of platforms.
To address this gap, we present what to our knowledge is the first study that assesses
the prevalence, influence, and roles of automated accounts in a Twitter follow network
on a national scale: the German-speaking Twittersphere. This work in progress allows
us to analyse the long-term structural role, impact, and possible audience of bots
beyond the context of single events and topics.
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Method
To collect a follow network of the most central accounts in the German-speaking
Twittersphere, we use the rank-degree method, a graph exploration method that is able
to identify the most influential spreaders within complex networks (Salamanos,
Voudigari, & Yannakoudakis, 2017). As this walk-based technique only requires
node-local information, we were able to adapt it as a data mining method using the
cost-free standard Twitter API only.

Figure 1: Comparison of the distribution of follower counts in our sample (blue) and the
complete German account data from 2016 (red).
So far, we have compiled a network of more than 200,000 accounts and 840,000
edges. A detailed description of our collection method and more insights into the sample
quality will be part of forthcoming publications.
A preliminary comparison of our sample with a benchmark dataset (comprising the
details of all Twitter accounts who had set their interface language to German in 2016)
shows that our sample contains an influential sub-population with large (Figure 1),
recently active (Figures 2 & 3) audiences.

As shown by Münch (2019), a sample of the most followed accounts in the Australian
Twittersphere sufficed to identify densely connected topical clusters, overall reflecting
results from the full dataset. Therefore, we assume that our sample allows to identify
long-lasting topical sub-publics which reflect the macro-structure of the German
Twittersphere (Figure 5).

Figure 2: Comparison of the activity distribution of statuses per day in our sample (blue)
and the complete German account data from 2016 (red).
To identify bots, we employ the Botometer API (https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/), which
returns a score between 0 and 1 that indicates the probability of an account to be
automated. Botometer is based on Bayesian statistics and a set of machine learning
approaches that take over 1,000 features into account (Varol, Ferrara, Davis, Menczer,
& Flammini 2017). It represents one of the most widely used methods to identify bots in
academic research today.
Our network sample and the automation scores allow us to localise bots within topical
clusters, to assess their potential influence (by in-degree, page rank, harmonic
closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, and k-coreness), and to qualitatively
assess the role of the most central bots.

Figure 3: Distribution of the date of the last status by accounts in our sample.
Preliminary Findings
As the data collection and classification is ongoing, we can only discuss preliminary
findings. When presenting this paper, we will have concluded our analysis.
Overall, using an automation score threshold of 0.75, we find that 11% of all accounts in
the data classified so far (n = 91,000) meet this criterion (Figure 4). All of these
accounts have a comparably low page rank and in-degree (Figures 6 & 7).
Most bots are concentrated in a cluster dominated by PR and marketing accounts (red
in Figure 5) or in isolated bot-nets (Figures 6 & 7). The cluster dominated by political
and news accounts (purple/black in Figure 5) remains largely unaffected.
Qualitatively examining central bots we find that many of them are benign and/or
inactive. For example, the verified account of the German a-capella band Wise Guys
(https://twitter.com/wise_guys) was automated, but only shared their blog posts until
they split up in 2017.

Figure 4: Distribution of automation probability of accounts as determined by Botometer.
Conclusion
Within the influential population of our sample, automated accounts are prevalent at a
percentage that confirms estimates of other analyses. Varol et al. (2017), for example,
estimate that 9% to 15% of the active Twitter population are automated.
However, based on their low centrality and cluster locations, bots seem to have a low
potential to spread information outside of commercial contexts. Spot testing confirms
that inactivity leads to high Botometer scores. Our estimate of bot prevalence will likely
drop when we account for this. Also, not all automation is malignant, but, for example,
helps content creators to serve several platforms at once.
This indicates that bots have only a low negative impact on the German-speaking
Twittersphere. However, the most sophisticated bots will likely remain absent from our
study, as false negatives. Trolls and semi-automated accounts necessitate further
research.

Figure 5: Detail of a network visualisation of the German Twittersphere sample with
topical sub-clusters of nodes, coloured by selected groups identified via modularity
maximisation. Size of nodes is proportional to PageRank. Links are hidden. (Layout
based on Force-Atlas 2 with Lin-Log-Mode and No-Overlap applied as implemented in
Gephi 0.9.2.)
Outlook
Our new sampling approach for large-scale follow networks combined with the
bot-detection API of Botometer is also promising in other contexts: for example,
Twitterspheres based on other languages. We will publish the code for collecting the
data necessary for this analysis under an open source license. For this dataset, our
approach opens further avenues of enquiry, such as the long-term monitoring of
automated accounts in the German Twittersphere, including content analyses of their
activities.

Figure 6: Detail of follow network with automation probabilities represented by colour
from blue (0) to red (1).

Figure 7: Overview of follow network with automation probabilities represented by colour
from blue (0) to red (1). The red clusters in the upper and lower left corners have been
identified as bot-nets.
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